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Writing an essay is an essential task which students are often assigned by their professors. While writing 

an essay, you might have to expand your ideas on a given topic. Your professor might ask you to express 

your ideas about a certain topic in the classroom and later he may give you a specific topic to explore 

further in detail. There are several types of essays in which you need to evaluate, explore and present 

the extended idea in detail by drawing comparisons with other concepts. 

 

 

 

 

Writing an essay can be easy and challenging at the same time. It is only because it usually requires 

years of experience to write a good essay that only a professional essay writer has. If you are not 

familiar with the topic then it can be extremely difficult for you to expand your ideas around a topic and 

you might struggle while writing it. However, It is a challenge that most students might face once in a 

while. 

If you are one of them then do not hesitate to contact an academic essay writing service. If you are not 

aware of basic research techniques then they might help you in structuring your essay and you can ask 
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them to provide an EssayWriterForMe. Using these services, you can have your essay written by 

professionals at affordable pricing. Such services employ hundreds of professional writers having 

expertise in multiple academic backgrounds that ensure an eloquently written essay. 

Returning to our discussion of essays and their types, you should know that each essay follows specific 

formatting, citation, and a writing style. I remember when I started to write my essay,I was unclear 

about the topic and I failed to take the proper citation style into consideration too. In the same way, if 

you intend to write an expository essay, you need to follow an objective and unbiased approach. Unlike 

persuasive essays, you do not need to focus on convincing your audience. 

Instead, simply narrate your arguments in a logical and objective manner. The structure of expository 

essays is that of a standard essay with an introduction, body paragraphs, and conclusion. Elaborating 

further on essays, they are not limited to one type. Essays can be divided into six major categories or 

types. In the following section, we will elaborate on all the essay types in detail. So keep reading to 

expand your knowledge on the different types of essays, which are as follows. 

Types of essays 

1. Compare and Contrast Essays 

In this specific type of essay, you analyze two or more ideas side by side by analyzing the common 

intersections, along with evaluating the difference in their perspectives. To draw a comparison and 

contrast between two topics, one must ensure that they are from the same domain or category. For you 

can compare the characteristics of fruits with vegetables as you may find many similarities and 

differences. However, you cannot compare and contrast an apple with a V8 engine. 

2. Process Essays 

It is the simplest type of essay in which essay writer narrate the guidelines or instructions about a given 

topic. You can also define the process of making certain products from start to end. In its true sense, this 

essay is closely related to narrative essay however it exclusively deals with producing things. For 

example, in such an essay you can elaborate on the process of manufacturing cotton, metal, leather, 

wires, machinery, and many other products. 

3. Cause and Effect Essay 

It is an important type of essay in which you need to evaluate the relationship between the cause of an 

event and its possible effects. In the cause-and-effect essay, a series of continuous evaluations includes 

analyzing the causes first and then elaborating the potential effects. Cause and Effect essay can be 

divided into two structuring styles, including block and chain structures. 

In the block structure of the cause-and-effect essay, all the possible causes are listed first, followed by a 

transitory paragraph, after which you evaluate the effects. In chain structuring of cause-and-effect 

essays, you evaluate the causes and their effects side by side. For example, in the absence of gas 

(cause), no one can start a car (effect) having a mechanical engine. 

4. Definition Essays 

In definition essays, you have to describe the given topic or subject in detail while keeping an unbiased 

and objective tone. Definition essays are also simple where you have to define the subject matter in 
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third-person narration. For example, if you want to write such an essay by online essay writer about a 

person then make sure to include multiple perspectives about that person’s personality. 

5. Problem and Solution Essays 

In this type of essay, you start with the identification of the problems, followed by proposing the 

potential solutions to those problems. Your target focus should be one particular subject or idea. You 

have to develop the idea by relating back to prior work, recommendations, or perspectives provided by 

other researchers. In a problem and solution essay, you also need to analyze the loopholes left by the 

previous researchers and work to fill that gap via your research. For example, if you are writing an essay 

on climate change then you need to highlight the problems or causes first followed by potential 

solutions. 

6. Classification Essays 

In classification essays, you divide the target subject matter into different categories and groups. You 

elaborate on the subdivisions existing within the main topic and how they relate to each other. For 

example, if you are writing an essay about religion then you need to divide it into categories so that a 

reader can develop a comprehensive idea about it. 

There you go, these are the six basic types of essays which is also followed by online essay writers and 

we have clearly outlined and defined for you. We hope that you must have developed a basic 

understanding about how to write different types of essays. Good luck. 
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